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ABSTRACT:
Database is held and treated in cloud server, which is
outside the control of data owners. For the numerical
range query those arrangements cannot deliver
adequate confidentiality defense in contradiction of
practical challenges, e.g., confidentiality leakage of
statistical properties, access design. Also, augmented
number of queries will unavoidably leak more info to
the cloud server. In this paper, we propose two-cloud
building for secure database, with a series of
connection protocols that deliver privacy preservation
to numerous numeric-related range queries. Safety
analysis demonstrates that confidentiality of
arithmetical information is muscularly protected
against cloud providers in our planned scheme.
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1INTRODUCTION:
The increasing manufacturing of cloud has deliver a
service model of storage/computation subcontracting
helps to lessen users’ weight of IT infrastructure care,
and lessen the cost for both the creativities and
discrete users. Yet, due to the discretion
apprehensions that the cloud service wage-earner is
supposed semi-trust, it turn out to be a life-
threatening issue to put subtle service into the cloud,
so encryption or complication are needed before
outsourcing sensitive data - such as database system -
to cloud .Due to the supposition that cloud provider is
honest-but-curious, the cloud strength try his/her best
to get private information for his/her own welfares.
Even inferior, the cloud could onward such subtle
information to the commercial contestants for profit,
which is an into lerable working danger.
2LITERATURE SURVEY:
2.1we opinion out Catalano-Fiore's VDB outline
from vector promise is susceptible to the so-called
forward automatic update (FAU) attack. Also, we
suggest a new VDB outline from vector pledge based
on the knowledge of commitment obligatory. The
construction is not only civic demonstrable but also
secure under the FAU attack. Besides, we verify that
our creation can accomplish the looked-for security
goods.
2.2Seeing the cloud data are lively in nature, the
suggested project additional supports safe and well-
organized lively operations on subcontracted data,
counting block modification, removal, and add.
Examination demonstrations the future scheme is
extremely well-organized and hardy in contradiction
of Byzantine failure, malicious data modification
attack, and even server conspiring outs.
3PROBLEM DEFINTION:
From the view of privacy word, here the data not
only embrace lastingly stored information but also
each brief request request .Moreover and
outstandingly, as the hypothesis in some existing
works, we shoulder that the two clouds A and B are
non-colluding: Cloud A follows the procedure to add
obligatory complication to defend privacy against
cloud B, so that cloud B cannot get extra secluded
information in the communications with Cloud A. No
isolated information is transported yonder the scopes
of procedures.
4PROPOSED APPROACH:
We first give an impression of our proposed two-
cloud scheme, and then present the detailed
interaction protocols to understand choice query with
privacy preservation on outsourced encrypted
database. The anticipated device can reservation the
confidentiality of data and query requests in
contradiction of each of the two clouds. We present a
token based scheme, which can limit the number of
items and the variety of columns that Cloud can only
course.
5 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:
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6] PROPOSED METHODOLOGY:
Potential Threats and Privacy Requirements
It defines the latent threats and the
confidentialitynecessities when the folder is
subcontracted to civic cloud. The stored data innards
and the query processes. Though there are countless
data encryption schemes, some fail to
runsatisfactoryconcealmentsafeguarding after
arithmetical analysis: Recurring and large-amount
query progressions not only leak the entree patterns,
but also divulge the stored encrypted data with time.
Data contents Module:
Order Preserving Encryption (OPE), which is widely
used in making the secure database, with provision of
range queries, straightly leaks the arithmeticalinfo in
the encryption field. Also, the leak of figure
properties is part of the nature of subcontracted cloud
database provision: the cloud can absorb the
statistical properties by recurrent query needs.
Query pattern Module.
The inquirydesign also coversconfidentiality
information, as they can disclose the client’s drive of
the query. Even inferior, such pattern can seepage
some arithmetical properties,.wedeclare that an
subcontractedprotected database providing numeric-
related queries oughtavoid the succeeding private
information from actualitygained by the honest-but-
curious clouds.
Privacy of Item Values Modules:
A supremeoutline is required to stylenaught of the
arithmetical properties be escaped to the inquiring
clouds. But, the secrecy leakage of
arithmeticalbelongings in a real-world outsourced
folder system is expected, as frequentsubgroup of
data rather than cosmos requires knowledge for
filtering. For occurrence, if the client requests to
repossess a from the outsourced database, a cloud
server short of any acquaintance of the order can only
coming back all items of the database to the client,
which is not functioning.
7TWO CLOUD SCHEME:
INPUT: CLOUD A, CLOUD B, CLIENT, DB
ADMIN,QUERY
STEP1: in Table Creation after the client rents the
cloud service, he/she will outsource the database
application to the cloud.
STEP2: For each column of the table the client
randomly selects a symmetric key K, and then use it
to encrypt each column name.
STEP3: For each item its values in multiple columns
should also be encrypted.
STEP4: In Query Request When the client wants to
retrieve some data from the outsourced database,
he/she firstly generates a SQL query.
STEP5: The client encrypts the range boundary value
a with the public key PK in Pallier Cryptosystem.
STEP6: In Generate the token. The client analyzes
the query request and figures out how many columns
are involved. Then, the client generates the
corresponding token.sss
STEP7: In tSend the query request Then the client
sends the encrypted query request to Cloud A.
STEP8: According to the mapped index j, Cloud A
sends the corresponding rows in the table, as the
query response, to the client.
STEP9: After receiving the response, the client can
decrypt the items with SK to obtain the required data,
and removes dummy items that does not satisfy the
query predicate.
8RESULTS:
Cloud computing, database, privacy
preserving,range query
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Outsourced database, serviseand the privacy risk
Two cloud database architecture and knowledge
partition prototype
EXTENSION WORK:
We extending the two cloud scheme with SHA-1
algorithm which validate the integrity of cloud
database data as well as query .for encryption and
decryption of data AES-256 bit algorithm is used to
reduce communication overhead.
9CONCLUSION:
Weaccessible a two-cloud stylewith successions of
contact protocols for outsourced database service,
which certifies the concealment preservation of data
contents, numericalchattels and query pattern. At the
same time, with the backing of range queries, it not
only safeguards the discretion of static data, but also
speaksimpendingsolitude leakage in arithmetic
properties or after hefty number of query routes.
Retreatexamination shows that our arrangement can
encounter the privacy-preservation supplies.
Furthermore, presentationassessmentconsequence
shows that our suggested scheme is well-organized.
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